HDOT MINUTES FROM THE SEPTEMBER 1, 2021
HANALEI TO HAENA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION MEETING

- Randall: weekly update o weekly traffic count

Moderate spike in traffic over the past weekend with the Friday holiday. Numbers will be analyzed to see if a miscalculation occurred.


Reconstructing about 500 feet of the mauka lane, moving temporary barriers, securing the slide zone, temporary striping, landscape maintenance, and preparing to open to greater public access this weekend, Sat. evening.

- vegetation: can contract to install vegetation (to cover wall) include a fertilization schedule and ongoing propagation?

There is some concern by the group that maintenance of the new vegetation won’t be part of the contract, resulting in a shabby appearance and nullifying the good work, planning, and intention of the project.

- Tunnel project: Anticipated schedule for the work will be Sept 4 – Sept 30. Work is on track to wrap up at the end of Sept.

- Hanalei Hill - Phase 2 ‘Permanent Repairs’: Jan 2022 - ?

  o timeline: work schedule: Work is estimated to begin early Jan ’22. The duration of the work is anticipated to take several months. Work may need to continue beyond that due to plans to maintain greater access for the public.

- Princeville turn lane project: community requesting turn lane be temporary

The situation with the turning lane is that it is going to be modified due to future road improvements in the area. Feedback has been coming in and is appreciated. As the improvement work takes shape in the near future, it
remains to be seen just how it will change, but the lane and surrounding area will be affected.

- Waikoko scaling work: Will refine timeline and schedule for least impact to public. Randall will look into.

- Shuttle update: (Joel)

  Has done a lot of work on improving access and developing the shuttle system. Looking at the busier holiday time (Nov/Dec.) to add/expand services as needed.